
Purchasing a new shop management system is a major adjustment
for most shops. Change can be difficult and employees are curious
as to how the new system will affect them directly. A lot of times the
actual users of the system were not involved in the sales process so
they are very apprehensive of the unknown.

Shoptech has found over the years that the “hand-holding” that it
can provide can help people not only adjust to the new system, but
thrive under it. We will assist you in getting your employees to buy
into the new system. We want them to feel comfortable with the
system. The more comfortable they are, the higher probability of a
successful implementation.

That “hand-holding” has evolved into the Shoptech “Customer Care
Plus Program”. The CCPP is above and beyond Shoptech’s normal
service and support. Here’s how it works:

The CCPP is for the first six months after the initial sale. You are
assigned an implementation specialist within Shoptech that knows
everything about your company. They are responsible for getting
you “up and running” as quickly as possible.

The implementation specialist will have an introduction call with
your people to go over the entire implementation process. They will
explain all of your training options and put together a plan for a
successful implementation. They will also make outbound calls to
frequently check on your implementation and to make sure things
are running smoothly.

Your people will also receive:

> Priority response time for service and support.

> Priority custom development.

> E-learning “On-demand” web training videos.

> Unlimited priority classroom reservations – limited to 2 people
per class per company.

> A Monthly newsletter containing important information
regarding the implementation plan, tips and tricks for using 
the software, links to help papers and training schedules and
frequently asked questions.
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